
Alta White: Review Examining “No-Strip” Teeth Whitening Solution Released

SUMMARY:  NaturesMagicGift.com releases a review of “Alta White Teeth Whitening,” a teeth-
whitening kit that promises to whiten teeth in as little as seven days.

“Alta White Teeth Whitening,” a teeth whitener which claims to provide “professional results at 
home” in as little as seven days, has garnered a lot of positive attention in the press and among 
beauty industry experts. As a result, Alta White has attracted the attention of Will DeMarco of 
NaturesMagicGift.com, prompting an investigative review.

“As we age, our teeth become discolored,” says DeMarco. “That’s just a fact of life. If you drink 
coffee or tea, or smoke cigarettes, over time, your teeth will turn even more yellow and unsightly. 
Unfortunately, conventional home-treatment remedies often involve the continual use of those 
messy, bitter-tasting chemical strips. And those thinking that this is something that they can get 
done at the dentist's office, will be disappointed to find that most insurance policies don’t cover 
teeth whitening. Going that route it can end up costing a thousand dollars or more. That’s why, 
when I heard about this new teeth-whitening method which is said to deliver fast-results without 
the use of bitter-tasting chemical strips, I was intrigued and eager to review it for our readers.”

Each “Alta White Teeth Whitening” kit comes with swabs, and a container of the Alta White teeth 
whitening powder. To use the product, a user simply dabs a swab/applicator on the teeth-
whitening powder and then applies one swab/applicator on his or her upper row of teeth and 
another on the lower row using a gentle rubbing motion. 

“Our Alta White review explains that, overall, we were quite impressed with this product,” 
reports DeMarco. “In particular, we were impressed with the ease of use and how quickly the 
product goes to work oxidizing and lifting organic stains off your teeth.  Moreover, the fact that 
'Alta White Teeth Whitening' has a fresh peppermint flavor to it, and not that bitter chemical taste 
that most of those messy whitening strips have, is certainly an added benefit.”

Those wishing to purchase “Alta White Teeth Whitening,” or for more information, click 
here.    

NaturesMagicGift.com provides visitors with the latest news and articles on natural health, fitness 
and beauty, including reviews of holistic treatments and natural beauty products. Will DeMarco's 
Alta White Teeth Whitening review is available here: http://naturesmagicgift.com/natural-
beauty/alta-white-teeth-whitening-review-does-it-really-work/
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